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Future Events
Roberts Lost Falls…………………….…………..……................….1st December
Christmas Camp …………………………………….………....7th & 8th December
Urannah Creek Camp………………………….….………. 14th & 15th December
General Meeting …………………………..…......………...………….15th January
Eungella Tracks………………………………….……………...……..19th January
St Helens Creek Through Walk……..……………………….25th – 27th January
Bushwalking Party…………………………………………………….31st January
Caving Trip ……………………………………………….……...1st & 2nd February

Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year To All
Next Newsletter will
be February 2014.
Wishing everyone a
safe and happy
break!
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From the Editor
This month some of us have been busy helping with the Eungella Biodiversity/climate change study which has
been a very worthwhile project to be involved with. When Professor Kitching, Dr Louise Ashton, students and
volunteers return to the area in March to continue with the study I will certainly be putting my hand up once again to
help. I and the others involved have found it to be fascinating and have learnt a lot from being involved. I will
include photos at the end of the newsletter.
It’s that time again when we scratch our heads and wonder where the year went. Looking back the club has had a
busy and varied year. I’m sure 2014 will bring many adventures for club members.
Many thanks go to those who put up their hand for a committee position to run the club for the next 12 months. A
very big thank you must go to Cheryl who has stepped down from the committee after many years in various roles.
We are still looking for a secretary for the coming year, so please don’t feel shy about putting your name forward.
We are a very friendly committee.
I would like to wish everyone a safe and happy festive season. I look forward to catching up with you all in the bush
in 2014 and hearing about holiday adventures. Kathy, Garry and I are finally getting to do our cycle tour of
Tasmania. Preparations have been made and now all we have to do is reassemble our bikes in Launceston and
start peddling. Catching up with Denis for some walks will be an added bonus.
Remember to pencil Dan’s party into your diaries as I can’t think of a better way to kick off the season.
I will have my fingers crossed that the weather will do the right thing for Steve’s epic St Helen’s Creek walk.

Our Publicity Officer is Kevin Smith
kevnjans@bigpond.net.au
Please email Kevin any photos you think would
look good in the newspaper.

Items for the next newsletter should
be sent to
jennywooding@dodo.com.au
prior to 25th January

Key to Walks Grading System
Distance
S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Terrain
1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling
8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock
Scrambling using hands, technical

Terrain
1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only

Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before
undertaking your walk.
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Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
Robert's Lost Falls
Sunday 1st December
Leader:
Coral Morgan
4957 8474
Depart:
7:00am
Journey:
200kms $20.00
Map Ref:
Mirani 643687
Grade:
S64
Estimated walking: 5 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 280m Pace: slow to
average Terrain: very uneven, some sharp
steep
slopes
Vegetation:
rainforest Expect: leeches.
From the top of the range we drive to a point
towards the end of Dalrymple Road to park the
cars. Here we plunge over the side and follow
small creeks down to the top of the falls. A
short drop assisted by rope will be necessary
on the way but this is relatively easy. These
falls tumble more than 1000 feet on this top
branch of Cattle Creek.
IF YOU PHONE AND LEAVE A MESSAGE,
PLEASE LEAVE YOUR CONTACT NUMBER.
Break up Camp
Saturday 7th and Sunday 8th December
CO-ORDINATOR:
Jenny Wooding
49440236 0447091532
This year’s car based break up camp will be
held at Bev Swan’s property in the Marian
area. Mud map for how to get there was on the
last page of November’s newsletter.
Arrival time: 2pm onwards on Saturday
afternoon.
Facilities available: bush toilet, shower, large
table and BBQ plate. Someone will need to
bring a gas bottle.
The club will provide nibbles, drinks (non
alcoholic) and food for the BBQ dinner on
Saturday night (including dessert) for those
who have booked with Jenny by Wednesday
4th December
All campers will need to bring camping gear,
swimming gear and all your own food for
Sunday.
We have decided to forgo the traditional
Sunday walk this year in favour of water
activities at the campsite.

Urannah Creek Camp
Saturday 14th & Sunday 15th December
Leader:
Steven Morgan
(4954 0037, 0418 882 817)
Depart:
1:00pm
Journey:
200km $20.00
Camping Fee:
$5.45 per person.
Map Ref:
Mirani 696766 (all grid refs
for this walk are AGD 66)
Day 1:
Estimated walking time: 5 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 450m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: rain forest
Expect: some steep slopes, leeches possible.
GRADE:
M87
Day 2:
Estimated walking time: 7 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 320m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: rain forest
Expect: some steep slopes, mostly
rockhopping, very steep scrambles, swimming
holes, difficult creek crossings.
GRADE:
M87
What to bring: Adequate backpack, water
proof sleeping shelter, sleeping bag, wet
weather gear, food for 2 days, cooking stove
(NO OPEN FIRES ARE ALLOWED) and
cooking and eating equipment, reliable torch,
personal first aid equipment.
On Saturday afternoon we will follow the
Western Trail towards Mt Dalrymple and then
head to the saddle that separates the head
waters of Urannah Creek and Finch Hatton
Creek to camp. Due to our afternoon start, it
may be after dark before we reach the
campsite.
On Sunday, without the weight of our camping
gear, we will walk downstream Urannah Creek
past several waterfalls and swimming holes to
the main Urannah Creek Falls. These falls are
descended by a steep route at the side of the
falls. Back to our campsite by lunch and then
the walk back out the Western Trail. This top
section of Urannah Creek is excellent value and
well worth a visit. Along this section of creek is
one waterfall of about 15m which has a cave in
behind the waterfall. Our intrepid leader plans
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to descend into this cave. Anyone else who
has suitable SRT skills and is also interested in
this descent should let the leader know. You
will need to be reasonably fit for this walk.
Water will be available throughout most of the
walk.
Bookings close Wednesday 11 December.

uphill sections: 560m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: rain forest
Expect: some steep slopes, mostly
rockhopping, very steep scrambles, wait-awhile, swimming holes, difficult creek crossings.
Grade:
M98
Day 2:
Estimated walking time: 8 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 0m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: rain forest
Expect: some steep slopes, mostly
rockhopping, very steep scrambles, wait-awhile, swimming holes, difficult creek crossings.
GRADE:
M98
Day 3:
Estimated walking time: 8 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 0m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: rain forest
Expect: some steep slopes, mostly
rockhopping, very steep scrambles, wait-awhile, swimming holes, difficult creek crossings.
GRADE:
M98
What to bring: Adequate backpack, water
proof sleeping shelter, sleeping bag, wet
weather gear, food for 3 days, cooking stove
(NO OPEN FIRES ARE ALLOWED) and
cooking and eating equipment, reliable torch,
personal first aid equipment.

Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm
Wednesday 15th January
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome. Induction by Cheryl and Dan
Eungella Tracks
Sunday 19th January
Leader:
Dan McKinlay 4953 4249
0409 057494
Depart:
7am
Journey:
180km $18
Map Ref:
Mirani
Grade:
L15
Estimated walking time: 6 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 100m Pace: average Terrain:
Graded walking tracks Vegetation: rainforest,
Expect, leeches and swimming holes.
This is a through walk commencing at the
Crediton end of the graded walking tracks and
ending at the Eungella Chalet. The tracks take
us along the banks of Broken River for several
kilometres and then past several lookouts. The
walk is suitable for beginners and is entirely on
graded tracks. You will need to bring plenty of
drinking water, hat, swimmers and insecticide.

The walk commences at the end of Dalrymple
Road and the usual route to Mt Dalrymple is
taken. If we make good time, we will continue
on over Mt Dalrymple and commence our
descent of St Helens Creek, and camp in the
higher reaches of St Helens Creek. This creek
loses a lot of height and is frequently
punctuated by impassable waterfalls and
ravines which require steep traverses through
the surrounding forest. There are limited
campsites in this area, and campers must be
prepared to adapt to the available terrain.

Mt Dalrymple– St Helens Creek
Saturday – Monday 25th – 27th January 2014
Leader: Steven Morgan
4954 0037,
0418 882 817
Depart: by arrangement
Journey: depends carshuffle arrangements
but anticipated $34
Camping Fee: $10.90 per person.
Map Ref: Mirani 657728 to Calen 102687
(AGD 66)

On the second day we will continue our descent
of the creek. Throughout the entire length of
the creek there are ravines and waterfalls which
present challenges. At the end of the second
day of following this creek, we will find whatever
bits of flat ground we can (there is not much of
it anywhere in this creek) and set up camp.
The third and last day of this walk will follow the
same routine as the second day, continuing our

Day 1:
Estimated walking time: 8 hours Total of all
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descent of the creek until we emerge at
civilisation at the National Park entrance in the
Camerons Pocket area. This walk is a most
rewarding and challenging through walk, but
does demand a good pace throughout. At this
time of year, the weather is an unpredictable
factor, and there is a good chance that wet
weather will prevent us from proceeding.
Nevertheless, we have scheduled the walk just
in case the clouds are kind to us.

This is guaranteed to be a night of fun and
laughter. Not sure that Dan will want us all
dancing on his tiled floor in our Bushwalking
boots so some alternative footwear might be
the go!
Caving week end
Saturday 1st & Sunday 2nd February
Leader:
Steven Morgan
(4954 0037, 0418 882 817)
Depart:
by arrangement Friday
evening
Journey:
600km $60.00
Accommodation Fee: depends on numbers
but allow $30 per person per night – expect
much less though.
There are a good quantity of limestone caves in
the area of imaginatively named township of
The Caves, about 30km north of Rockhampton.
We will drive down Friday night and stay at
Capricorn Caves Resort. Camping facilities are
available but our preferred accommodation
option is to stay at one of the cabins which
sleeps up to 11 people and share costs. The
resort has a swimming pool and café on site.
Saturday will be spent exploring caves in the
area. Caving will be tailored to the group and
may involve crawling, climbing, squeezing and
even the possibility of abseiling.
On Saturday evening, we will try to book into a
seasonal tour to Bat Cleft, a cave on Mt Etna to
view the evening emergence flight of hundreds
of thousands of little bent winged bats. This is
quite a spectacle. You will see a good number
of local snakes emerge from the rocks to feed
on hapless bats.
On Sunday morning, we will do further caving
for those who have the energy, and will head
for home shortly after lunch on Sunday.
All cavers will require the following equipment:
long clothes (overalls are the best), sturdy
shoes, head torch that can be fitted to a helmet
and gloves.
Cave environments can host elevated levels of
histoplasmosis spores. Intending cavers should
familiarise themselves with the risks associated
with this, particularly anyone with immune
systems at low levels. An excellent article can
be found at http://wasg.iinet.net.au/histo.html.

Please note. This is a difficult walk. It is a
through walk and there are no escape routes.
Our plans to continue beyond Mt Dalrymple on
the first day are due to the history of our last
epic attempt at this walk were we ended up
walking at after midnight on the third day.
Having said that, if you are up for it this is a
very rewarding walk which, if you like creeks, is
a must do.
This walk will involve a complex car shuffle.
Bookings close on Sunday evening 19
January.
Drivers needed. If anyone who is not able to
do the walk but is able to assist by driving cars
to the drop off and pick up points, please
contact the leader.
Party, Party, Party
Friday 31st January
When: Friday 31st January
Where: Dan’s place: Unit 1/8
Jubilee Street.
Why: Why Not? To celebrate the beginning of
the 2014 Bushwalking Year
Time: commencing 6pm-6.30 pm.
What to Bring: a plate of food to share
Contact: Dan 4953 4249
0409 057494
Dan is generously hosting another party and
this time to celebrate the start of our
Bushwalking year. The theme is an easy one –
Bushwalking Gear! (we all have that)
Please phone Dan by Saturday 25th January to
notify him of you attendance and what type of
food you will be bringing.
Newcomers are very welcome to attend and in
fact we would love to see you there. Spouses
and partners are also welcome.

Bookings close Wednesday 29 January
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Previous Activities
Owen’s Creek
Sunday 3rd November
The five of us who assembled in town were able to travel in one vehicle to Gargett where Therese, Kate
and Brian joined the convoy, and three of the Griffith University biodiversity team members turned out to
be investigating the creek as well, with a view to collecting data at various heights. The day promised to
be fine and the very beautiful Owen’s Creek was inviting, even when Frances warned about the
likelihood of snakes. Sure enough, there was a sighting before long, and another reptile found sunning
itself in our path was an Eastern Water Dragon. There was a lot of speculation about whether or not it
was dead, as its tactic was to continue to remain stationary even after the invasion of its space. Brian
soon proved that it was very much alive.
Our progress up the creek to the rope bridge involved gentle rock-hopping and easy rainforest walking,
with a bit of wait-a- while and the usual obstacles to step over or climb under. Morning tea time soon
arrived and was taken on the rocks overlooking what has sometimes been the first swimming hole, but
there were no takers this time, apart from Tim’s hat. On the subject of belongings, at various times
throughout the day, Coral thought she had lost her mobile phone(again), Paul thought he had lost his
car keys, Brian thought he had misplaced the club two-way, and Tim had actually forgotten his frozen
popper.
Our journey up the creek involved much more serious rock-hopping between morning tea and lunch,
with the more agile group members happy to remain in the creek much of the time, and those less
anxious for physical challenges opting for forest walking and gingerly crossing from one side to the
other when the going looked easier. However, for all of us the sound of bubbling water and sometimes
bird calls, the charm of the high quality rain forest with its tall palms and stately old trees weighed down
with epiphytes, and the brilliance of passing butterflies made it a special Sunday.
Lunch was enjoyed below the cascades and this time the water called quite a few – Kate, Tim, Therese,
Brian, and Frances – and possibly others that I have forgotten to mention. The more energetic ones did
a bit of exploring further up, and the massive tree trunk lying across the swimming hole enticed a few to
walk its length, but Frances and I managed to desist. Soon it was time to crawl under the overhanging
rock to face the journey back down the creek, and see if we could cut down on the three and a half
hours of walking time that it had taken the group to make its way up the watercourse.

An afternoon tea break was taken on a large rock and a few other very short spells were the only
interruptions to our steady progress back to the cars. Thanks once again to Frances for her responsible
leadership and to everyone in the group for providing the great company and making it a great outing.
Carole (not Penny!)
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Mt William
November 2013
We had planned to walk to Robert’s Lost Falls today but our leader was unavailable, so an alternative
trip was made to Mt William, still in the Eungella National Park which offers so many opportunities for
bushwalkers. The weather was just great for the day as we experienced overcast conditions most of the
day which was pleasant and I guess lucky, as we cleared the walking before the rain onset.
19th

Nine walkers today led by Frances and Kevin, we started from the old dairy farm and proceeded up the
grassed slopes to the edge of the timber rainforest. From there you
could take in the pleasant views of the farm and the effect the recent
rains had made with grass recovery. The trail to the top of Mt William
from there was quite well defined by ribbons, some recently affixed
by a Griffith University Biodiversity study group who were also
gathering information in the area and older markers from years gone
by. Many tall trees of grand stature that have weathered the ages,
made for a pleasant distraction from the undergrowth and rocky trail.
Lots of trees were encompassed with the strangler vines and over
time had left the host tree gutted out, or in some instances a cross
hatched pattern with moss covered texture.
We took our smoko and lunch breaks while sharing the terrain with
leeches which were a nasty surprise, to find them having a feast on us!
From on top of the trig station one has a commanding view in all directions. We could see Mt David and
Mt Dalrymple and Christmas Rocks to the East. We listened to stories from our leader of earlier feats of
walking where not just one mountain was attempted but at
least three others and a return via Finch Hatton Gorge all in
the one day! You have got to get up early to do that... I
enjoy listening to the stories and history of this district and
feel privileged to be able to walk and enjoy these pristine
rainforests. We noted a blazed marking on one tree trunk
that had significance for our senior group members, as they
remembered the sign of Matty O’Neill, the same which
adorns his headstone. He must have been another avid
bush walker to enjoy the local sights.
A relatively easy walk today with some places which required scrambling over sloping and slippery
surfaces and crouching along under stunted brush near the summit. This was a most enjoyable day, a
little different to the recent creek and rock hopping features I had experienced. Thanks everyone for a
great day.
Bryan Marshall
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Eungella Biodiversity/Climate Change Project
Ongoing through the month of November
Sites for this ongoing project have been selected at Mt Dalrymple, Mt William, Mt Henry, Finch Hatton
Gorge and Owens Creek. The sites vary in altitude from 200m to 1200m. The project is part of a much
larger one which has sites in Southern and Northern Queensland as well as some overseas sites.
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